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We report on experimental (by use of scanning near-field optical microscopy) and theoretical investigations of strongly confined (~5 nm) channel plasmon polariton (CPP) modes propagating at telecom wavelengths (1425–1630 nm) along V-grooves cut in a gold film. The main CPP characteristics (mode index, width, and propagation length) are determined directly from the experimental near-field images and compared to theoretical results obtained using an analytic description of CPP modes supported by (infinitely deep) V-grooves and finite-element simulations implemented in COMSOL. © 2011 Optical Society of America

OCIS codes: 230.7380, 000.2700.

1. INTRODUCTION

Surface plasmon polaritons (SPPs) represent electromagnetic excitations that are bound to metal-dielectric interfaces [1]. Their fundamental properties have been the subject of extensive studies both theoretical and experimental. In recent years, the focus of investigation shifted noticeably toward exploring the possibilities for SPP control and manipulation with artificially created surface structures. The developments in plasmonic circuitry [2] suggest abundant possibilities for further advancement toward practical realization of exciting optical phenomena associated with metal nanostructures. Thus, the phenomenon of nanoscale field confinement by SPP manipulation has great potential to revolutionize many applications in nanophotonics, ranging from quantum optics [3] to imaging [4], near-field optics [5,6], and nanosensing [7].

Note that the physics of SPP guiding is fundamentally different from that of light guiding in dielectric waveguides (which obey the diffraction limit) and is intimately connected with the hybrid nature of SPP modes, in which electromagnetic fields in dielectrics are coupled to free electron oscillations in metals [1]. A variety of SPP guiding geometries have already been suggested to achieve high SPP concentration on length scales smaller than the diffraction limit of light (in the surrounding dielectric) [2]. The appropriate SPP modes are supported, for example, by linear chains of metal nanoparticles [8], narrow dielectric ridges deposited on metal films known as dielectric-loaded SPP waveguides (DLSPPWs) [9], narrow gaps between metal surfaces (gap SPPs) [10], and by corresponding cylindrical, i.e., rod and coxial, structures [11,12]. Since, for all of these SPP systems (except DLSPPWs), the downscaling of cross section is not limited by the light wavelength, they represent a promising alternative to dielectric optical waveguides. However, the simultaneous realization of strong confinement and a propagation loss sufficiently low for practical applications has long been out of reach.

Channel SPP modes—channel plasmon polaritons (CPPs)—are electromagnetic waves that are bound to and propagate along the bottom of V-shaped grooves milled in a metal film [13]. They are expected to exhibit useful subwavelength confinement, relatively low propagation loss [14], single-mode operation [15], and efficient transmission around sharp bends [16]. Recent experiments showed that CPPs at telecom wavelengths propagate over tens of micrometers along grooves in gold [17] and exhibit strong subwavelength confinement along with low bend losses in large-angle S-bends and Y-splitters [18], thereby enabling the realization of ultracompact plasmonic components such as Mach–Zehnder interferometers, waveguide-ring (WR) resonators [19], add-drop multiplexers, and compact Bragg grating filters [20] as well as nanofocusing components [21]. Thus, there is substantial interest in the fundamental properties of CPP propagation in metal V-grooves, which are determined by the dispersion properties of the CPP mode. Knowledge of CPP modal shape and dispersion properties is essential to set up an efficient end-fire excitation of the waveguide, and also to estimate efficient coupling between adjacent waveguides. In contrast to the dispersion relation for a SPP at a planar metal/dielectric interface, which is well investigated theoretically and experimentally (as well as for different planar waveguide configurations) [1,22,23], the dispersion of CPP modes and their field profiles in V-grooves has to date only been investigated theoretically [13,17,24–28].

In this paper, we report on experimental (by use of scanning near-field optical microscopy) and theoretical...
investigations of the dispersion and the mode structure of strongly confined CPP modes propagating at telecommunication wavelengths along V-grooves cut in a gold film.

2. EXPERIMENTAL ARRANGEMENT

The sample, containing several straight $150\,\mu m$ long V-shaped grooves with the angle $\theta$ close to $\sim 17^\circ$ and depth $d$ of $\sim 1.7\,\mu m$, was fabricated using a focused ion-beam (FIB) milling technique in a 2-\(\mu\)m-thick gold layer deposited on a substrate of fused silica covered with an 80-nm-thick indium-tin-oxide layer [Fig. 1(a)]. For these groove parameters, the CPP guiding is expected to be single-mode [17]. Special care was taken to fabricate V-grooves with smooth walls and prevent contamination of the completed structures by dust particles.

The experimental setup is rather similar to that used in our previous experiments [17–21] and consists of a collection scanning near-field optical microscope (SNOM) with an uncoated sharp fiber tip used as a probe and an arrangement for launching tunable (1430–1620 nm) TE/TM-polarized radiation into a metal groove by positioning a tapered-lensed polarization-maintaining single-mode fiber [Fig. 1(b)]. Note that, since the main component of the SPP electric field is oriented perpendicularly to the metal surface [1], the CPP electric field tends to be oriented perpendicularly to the groove walls and thereby, for small groove angles, parallel to the sample surface plane. The adjustment of the in-coupling fiber with respect to the illuminated V-groove channel was accomplished during monitoring of the SPP propagation along the sample surface with the help of a far-field microscopic arrangement. The track of the propagating radiation (distinguishable for all structures and wavelengths) featured, apart from a gradual decay in visibility with the propagation distance, a rather bright spot at its termination [Fig. 1(c)]. These far-field observations also confirmed the expected polarization properties of the guided radiation [17] and demonstrated its (relatively) low dissipation. Following these experiments (that also include adjusting the in-coupling fiber position to maximize the coupling efficiency), we moved the entire fiber-sample arrangement under the SNOM head and mapped the intensity distribution near the surface of the groove with an uncoated sharp fiber tip of the SNOM. The near-field optical probe used in the experiment was produced from a single-mode silica fiber by $\sim 120$ min etching of a cleaved fiber in 40% hydrofluoric acid with a protective layer of olive oil. The resulting fiber tip has a cone angle of $\sim 30^\circ$ and curvature radius of less than $100\,nm$ [Fig. 1(d)].

The tip was scanned along the sample surface at a constant distance of a few nanometers maintained by shear-force feedback. It should be noted that this distance could not be maintained in the middle of the groove (given the groove dimensions and the tip size), a circumstance that might influence the characterization of CPP mode cross section. Near-field radiation scattered by the tip was partially collected by the fiber itself and propagated in the form of the fiber modes toward the other end of the fiber, where it was detected by a femtowatt InGaAs photoreceiver.

3. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The fabricated plasmonic structures were excited at different wavelengths ranging from 1425 to 1630 nm with TE-polarized light and imaged with SNOM. Topographical and near-field optical images of efficient CPP guiding by fabricated V-grooves were recorded at the distance of $\sim 100\,\mu m$ from the in-coupling groove edge (to decrease the influence of the stray light, i.e., the light that was not coupled into the CPP mode) and in the entire range of laser tunability.

The experimental results (typical topographical and near-field optical images of CPP propagation at different wavelengths) can be seen in Fig. 2, where the SNOM images are oriented in such a way that the CPPs propagate from left to right (in the horizontal direction). SNOM measurements were carried out by scanning areas of roughly $36.8\,\mu m \times 3.5\,\mu m$ [Figs. 2(a)–2(c)] and $55\,\mu m \times 3.5\,\mu m$ [Figs. 2(d)–2(h)] along the waveguide. The fast scan direction was orthogonal to the V-groove. Appearance of the optical images is similar to those obtained with photonic crystal waveguides [20], featuring efficient mode confinement (in the lateral cross section) at the groove and clearly pronounced decay (along the propagation direction) of the CPP intensity. The aforementioned decay is found to be wavelength dependent, directly demonstrating (Fig. 2) the observed increase in CPP propagation length along with the corresponding increase in wavelength. The averaged cross sections taken along the propagation direction for optical ($\lambda = 1630\,nm$) and corresponding topographical images are shown in Fig. 2(d). One can see that the cross section taken along the optical direction demonstrates clearly pronounced (and rather unperiodic) intensity variations along the propagation direction. The latter is usually accounted for by the interference between the CPP mode’s incident and scattered (by the groove imperfections and/or stray light [17]) field components. However, the preliminary analysis of these cross sections together with spatial spectra taken for different wavelengths has shown that the situation is quite complicated, because the cross sections/spectra exhibit...
several features that are independent of the light wavelength and therefore should be related (in our opinion) to the roughness of groove walls and/or the scanning mechanism of the SNOM (including scanning speed, stability of the SNOM feedback, shape of the SNOM tip, etc.). To test this idea, the optical cross sections (taken at different wavelengths) were directly compared to cross sections taken (along the same direction) for the corresponding topographical images. The results obtained [Fig. 2(i)] revealed a good agreement between topographical and optical profiles (where the minima in the optical signal clearly correspond to the maxima in topography). Note that due to its evanescent nature, the CPP signal measured in the middle of a groove is directly related to the ability of the SNOM fiber tip to penetrate the channel (with the depth of penetration being kept as constant as possible). The cross sections of the topographical images (taken along and across the propagation direction) showed that the penetration depth varied significantly (both in time and space), with the SNOM tip actually being below the sample surface by \(\sim 200-600\) nm, depending on the tip shape, stability of the scanning process, and/or the quality of the fabricated V-groove. Thus the disappearance of the CPP signal in certain areas of the groove along the propagation direction [clearly seen in some images, e.g., Figs. 2(e–h)] has to be directly attributed to varying penetration depth of the SNOM fiber tip inside the V-groove. Note also that the recorded images are characterized by a high contrast ratio (the ratio of useful CPP signal in the groove to the background signal), i.e., CPP signal drops rapidly outside the groove, indicating the presence of a negligibly weak homogeneous background at the level of \(\sim 3\%\) compared to the maximum signal (inside the groove). Despite the aforementioned signal variations, we could use the recorded SNOM images to characterize the structure of the CPP mode and its propagation length. It turned out that in the wavelength range of 1425–1630 nm, the CPP propagation length (determined from the corresponding SNOM images) varied significantly, depending on both the coupling arrangement and wavelength used. To treat SNOM images properly, the following method has been used [Fig. 3(a)]: averaged optical signal profiles (taken along the propagation direction) have been directly extrapolated by the corresponding exponential signal profiles (taken along the propagation direction) have been directly extrapolated by the least-squares method (where the CPP propagation length has been obtained from corresponding exponent coefficients). The result (that shows the CPP propagation length as a function of light wavelength) is presented in Fig. 3(b), where the CPP dispersion: the CPP propagation length as a function of light wavelength; filled circles represent the experimental data, with calculated theoretical curves in different colors. Error bars are estimated from the CPP propagation length maximum variations with the averaging windows at different positions along the propagation direction. Insets (time-averaged electric field distributions) represent the modal structure of the fundamental CPP modes at different wavelengths: (c) CPP (\(\infty\)) mode, (d) CPP (\(\lambda = 1425\) nm), (e) CPP (\(\lambda = 1475\) nm), (f) CPP (\(\lambda = 1500\) nm), (g) CPP (\(\lambda = 1560\) nm), and (h) CPP (\(\lambda = 1630\) nm). Inset size is \(2\mu m \times 3\mu m\).

Fig. 2. (Color online) Experimental results. Pseudocolor (a), (d) topographical, and (b)–(c), (e–h) near-field optical images of different sizes; (a–c) 36.8 \(\mu m \times 3.5\) \(\mu m\), (d–h) 55 \(\mu m \times 3.5\) \(\mu m\). SNOM images recorded at different wavelengths with shear-force feedback, (b) 1425 nm, (c) 1475 nm, (e) 1500 nm, (f) 1560 nm, (g) 1590 nm, (h) 1630 nm. (i) Cross sections of the topographical (asterisks) and near-field optical (open circles) images of (d), (h) taken (along 1 line) along propagation direction.

Fig. 3. (Color online) CPP propagation length estimation. (a) Cross sections of the near-field optical images in Figs. 2(b) and 2(h) (filled and open circles, respectively) averaged along 5 lines along the propagation direction; the exponential dependences fitted by the least-squares method to the signal dependence along the propagation direction are included. (b) CPP dispersion: the CPP propagation length as a function of light wavelength; filled circles represent the experimental data, with calculated theoretical curves in different colors. Error bars are estimated from the CPP propagation length maximum variations with the averaging windows at different positions along the propagation direction. Insets (time-averaged electric field distributions) represent the modal structure of the fundamental CPP modes at different wavelengths: (c) CPP (\(\infty\)) mode for an infinitely deep groove at 1425 nm (computed with EI method); the CPP mode for increasing wavelength of (d) 1425, (e) 1480, and (f) 1630 nm (computed with FEM method for a truncated groove of depth 1.7 \(\mu m\)). Inset size is 2 \(\mu m \times 3\) \(\mu m\).
that as the wavelength increased (up to 1630 nm), the field is pushed out of the groove. The latter would facilitate its observation both with a far-field microscope (such a mode is easier to scatter by surface features) and the SNOM (the detection efficiency of a fiber probe increases for lower spatial frequencies [31]). One would expect that (keeping the same trend for even longer wavelengths) there should be a certain cutoff threshold ($\lambda_{\text{cut}} > 1630$ nm) after which the CPP mode can no longer be confined within the groove, and is radiated in the form of SPPs along the contiguous horizontal metal surfaces. It is also observed that as the wavelength increases (i.e., approaching to cutoff), the CPP modes became hybridized with the modes running on the edges at both sides of the groove (e.g., calculations show rather strong hybridization of the CPP mode at $\lambda = 1630$ nm even though it is still mainly confined within the groove walls).

Note that, in our opinion, the roughness and imperfections of V-groove walls (as well as other groove defects) contributed significantly to the detected CPP propagation loss (at least for shorter wavelengths in the range 1425–1525 nm). The discrepancy between theory and experiment can also be ascribed to small differences in the groove geometry, both in the groove shape (e.g., angle, depth, wall flatness) and/or different dielectric permittivities of gold (in our calculations, the Palik and Ghosh [30] data sets were used). For example, it was recently verified [24,27] that even slightly less negative dielectric permittivity of gold or/and smaller groove angle noticeably influences the properties of a CPP mode (including propagation length and cutoff wavelength). One can further suggest that the accuracy of the experimental results can be further improved by increasing the scanning area along the propagation direction of the groove (which should also be combined with a corresponding increase in the number of independent experiments). The latter task is not trivial, considering that the near-field optical microscopy (used in this experiment) is a point-by-point scanning technique (i.e., it is a time-consuming procedure to produce even one SNOM image with a high optical resolution). Despite these difficulties, the high-resolution SNOM images were recorded at different wavelengths (1425 and 1480 nm) and used to investigate the CPP mode characteristics. Figure 4(a) shows typical cross sections (averaged along 10 lines perpendicular to the propagation direction) of high-resolution topographical and corresponding near-field optical images (recorded at $\lambda = 1425$ nm). From the cross sections of the SNOM images, along with the exponential fitting curve, experimental values (determined through the aforementioned procedure) are shown by the filled circles.

Figure 3(b) also contains results that were calculated theoretically with two different electromagnetic techniques: the first, effective index (EI) approximation [17] in combination with analytic description [28] of CPP modes supported by infinitely deep V-grooves of different angles [shown by solid curves; for simplicity, these modes are labeled as CPP ($\infty$)]; and second, the finite-element method (FEM) as implemented in the commercial software COMSOL (dotted curve), using tabular gold dielectric constants [30]. Overall, it is seen that the experimental results are in rather good agreement (within experimental error) with our calculations, demonstrating a clearly pronounced general trend: the increase in CPP propagation length with the increase in wavelength. Note that the two theoretical approaches provided similar results, as expected for strongly confined (and thereby, far from the cutoff) CPP modes [28]. The same methods have also been used to investigate the structure of the fundamental CPP mode [see insets and legend of Figs. 3(c)–3(f)]. These results show

![Fig. 4. (Color online) (a) Cross sections of the topographical (asterisks) and corresponding high-resolution near-field optical (filled circles) images (in left-hand insets) averaged along 10 lines perpendicular to the propagation direction. Schematic of the V-groove/SNOM probe configuration under consideration is shown in right-hand inset. (b) Optical signal recorded inside the groove, presented as a function of groove depth, along with the exponential fitting curve.](image)

Table 1. Experimental and Numerically Calculated CPP Mode Characteristics

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$\lambda$ (nm)</th>
<th>$d_{\text{pen}}$(exp) (nm)</th>
<th>$N_{\text{eff}}$(exp)</th>
<th>$w_{\text{FWHM}}$(exp) (nm)</th>
<th>$d_{\text{cut}}$(exp)/$d_{\text{cut}}$(FEM)</th>
<th>$N_{\text{eff}}$(exp)/$N_{\text{eff}}$(FEM)</th>
<th>$w_{\text{m}}$(exp)/$w_{\text{m}}$(FEM) (nm)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1425 nm</td>
<td>550 nm</td>
<td>1.08</td>
<td>170 nm</td>
<td>650 nm/750 nm</td>
<td>1.064/1.045</td>
<td>288 nm/250 nm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1480 nm</td>
<td>600 nm</td>
<td>1.07</td>
<td>190 nm</td>
<td>679 nm/825 nm</td>
<td>1.050/1.040</td>
<td>310 nm/273 nm</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
our case). As long as the tip is significantly sharper than the groove the true edge profile of the groove is represented. However, when the feature is sharper than the SNOM tip, the image will be dominated by the tip’s shape.

To show experimentally that the power for the CPP mode is indeed efficiently concentrated within the V-groove, one needs to estimate the effective index of the CPP mode. We begin our considerations with the V-groove geometry [see the right-hand inset in Fig. 4(a)] assuming that the groove angle is sufficiently small (θ ≈ 17° as in our experiment). Note that in this case, the SNOM probe can only partially penetrate the groove by a certain depth rtopo (which can be evaluated from topographical cross sections of the groove). It is reasonable to assume that the optical signal (collected by the SNOM tip), being proportional to the field intensity (at an effective detection point inside a fiber probe [31]), decreases exponentially with the probe-surface distance [21] (i.e., we are measuring the exponential tail of the CPP field concentrated deep into the groove where it cannot be reached with SNOM probe directly). The latter indicates that the effective index of the CPP mode can be obtained from the decay rate of the CPP field far from the groove bottom, assuming that the decay is exponential with respect to the distance h = d + rtopo + dyn from the groove bottom (h > 1 μm, i.e., we are very close to the V-groove opening). Note that this procedure is essentially approximate because it does not take into account the dependence of the field intensity on the transverse coordinate. For the fiber probe used in our experiments, the effective detection point is found to be located at distance dyn ~ 150 nm away from the fiber tip [31]. The intensity of the field (picked up at the effective detection point of the SNOM tip) as a function of the distance from the groove bottom [Fig. 4(a)] can be presented as follows

\[ I(y) \sim \exp(-\alpha y)^2 = I_0 \exp(-2r_{\text{topo}}/d_{\text{pen}}), \]

where \( \alpha = 1/d_{\text{pen}} = k_0(N_{\text{eff}}^2 - 1)^{0.5} \) represents the decay rate of the field, \( k_0 = 2\pi/\lambda \) is the wave number, \( \lambda \) is the radiation wavelength in vacuum, \( N_{\text{eff}} = \beta\lambda/(2\pi) \) is the CPP mode effective index, and \( \beta \) denotes the CPP mode propagation constant.

Note that the CPP mode index \( N_{\text{eff}} \) determines the mode confinement, since the mode penetration depth in dielectric (air) above the sample surface is given by \( d_{\text{pen}} = (\lambda/2\pi)\left(N_{\text{eff}}^2 - 1\right)^{0.5} \), so that a larger effective index corresponds to a smaller penetration depth and thereby better confinement in depth (in width, the CPP mode is confined within the groove walls). To obtain the experimental value of the effective index by measuring the decay rate \( \alpha \), the optical signal has been presented as a function of the groove depth \( r_{\text{topo}} \) penetrated by the SNOM tip. Thus, the assumption of exponential decay of the CPP field is verified experimentally: Figure 4(b) demonstrates that the intensity of the CPP signal recorded at \( \lambda = 1425 \) (shown by the filled circles) and 1480 nm (shown by the open circles) indeed decays exponentially with the distance from the groove bottom as \( \sim \exp(-2y/0.55) \) for 1425 nm and \( \sim \exp(-2y/0.60) \) for 1480 nm. These exponential decays give the CPP mode penetration depth \( d_{\text{pen}} \) [Eq. (1)] of 550 nm (at \( \lambda = 1425 \) nm) and 600 nm (at \( \lambda = 1480 \) nm), and the corresponding experimental \( N_{\text{eff}} \) values are close to 1.08 and 1.07.

This experimental evolution in the CPP field distribution with the groove depth is compared with the fundamental CPP mode profiles calculated with EI (for the infinitely deep groove) and finite-element (for the truncated groove) methods at 1425 and 1480 nm. Here, one should keep in mind that EI method (EIM) usage forces the V-groove CPP fields to approach zero at the groove bottom similarly to the case of CPPs propagating in rectangular grooves (tranches) and for the same reason [27], whereas the CPP field is expected to reach its maximum at the V-groove bottom [13–15]. Influence of the EIM approximation is also reflected in the differences between the effective mode indexes calculated with the FEM, e.g., \( N_{\text{eff}} \) (FEM) ≈ 1.045, and with EIM \( N_{\text{eff}} \) (exp) ≈ 1.064 (both found to be smaller than \( N_{\text{ef}} \) (exp) estimated experimentally at \( \lambda = 1425 \) nm). It should be also noted that the \( y \) coordinate appearing in Eq. (1) acts as a parameter that determines the V-groove width: \( w(y) = 2y\tan(\theta/2) \). To get further theoretical insight into the CPP mode structure, we evaluated the cutoff depth \( d_{\text{cut}} \) of the V-groove. The latter is the depth (\( y \) coordinate) corresponding to the position of the average maximum of the CPP field (i.e., we were looking for \( \max[|w(y)|]/|w_{\text{max}}(y)| \)); and the groove width at this cutoff depth was considered to be the width of the CPP mode: \( w_{\text{m}} = 2d_{\text{cut}}\tan(\theta/2) = \theta d_{\text{cut}} \). Thus, for the considered V-groove configuration, the cutoff depths and CPP mode widths calculated (at \( \lambda = 1425 \) nm) with EIM (for infinitely deep groove), \( d_{\text{cut}} \) (FEM) = 650 nm and \( w_{\text{m}} \) (FEM) = 288 nm are found to be quite similar to those obtained with FEM (for finite-depth groove), \( d_{\text{cut}} \) (FEM) = 750 nm and \( w_{\text{m}} \) (FEM) = 250 nm. In general, it is seen that there is a certain discrepancy between CPP mode characteristics calculated with EIM and FEM. We relate this fact to the circumstance that the correspondence between the EIM (approximate) simulations and accurate numerical modeling (e.g., when using the FEM) is generally worse for channel waveguides [24,26]. Finally, the full width at half-maximum (FWHM) was measured for the experimental mode profiles. The FWHM appeared to be much smaller than the widths calculated numerically (by both EIM and FEM). It can be explained by a strong (nearly exponential) dependence of the CPP field magnitude on the depth coordinate. The deeper the SNOM probe penetrates into the groove, the larger the field magnitude is, so the whole optical profile of the mode becomes narrower. Nevertheless, the measured FWHMs for 1425 and 1480 nm reflect the same trend as for the numerical calculations: the larger the wavelength, the smaller the width.

Summarizing, the CPP mode characteristics determined from high-resolution SNOM images (recorded at 1425 and 1480 nm) through the experimental procedures described here are summarized in Table 1 together with the results of corresponding calculations performed (for the wavelengths and groove parameters used in experiments) by using EIM and FEM.

Note that the calculated effective indexes of the fundamental CPP mode are somewhat smaller than the CPP mode indexes determined from the experimental SNOM images. This discrepancy can be attributed to the aforementioned (small) differences in V-groove shape. One should also keep in mind that the SNOM experiments were conducted at ambient conditions; thus water condensation could not be excluded (a very thin water layer can significantly increase the CPP mode index [24]).
4. CONCLUSION

We have studied the dispersion properties of strongly confined CPP modes propagating at telecom wavelengths (1425–1630 nm) along V-grooves cut in a gold film, inferring the main CPP characteristics (mode index, width, and propagation length) from the experimentally obtained SNOM images and comparing them with simulations results obtained by making use of the analytic description of CPP modes supported by infinitely deep V-grooves [28] and FEM implemented in the commercial software COMSOL. The comparison conducted for CPP propagation length, which was straightforwardly evaluated from the experimental SNOM images, indicated that the difference between the two theoretical approaches is smaller than the uncertainty related to the actual groove profile. Note that for strongly confined (and thereby far from the cutoff) CPP modes, these approaches are expected to provide similar results [28]. It also revealed inherent problems with the experimental SNOM characterization of CPP propagation length related to instabilities in maintaining the same (fiber) tip-surface distance. These instabilities seem to be very difficult to circumvent for sufficiently narrow and deep V-grooves, while those are in fact required to strongly confine CPP modes [24,26–28].

The effective indexes of CPP modes were determined from cross sections of the experimentally obtained topographical and near-field optical images by using exponential fits to the optical signal dependences on the distance between the fiber tip and the groove bottom, a procedure that provides direct access to the mode index while being inherently approximate (as noted in Section 3). Taking this into account, the agreement between the mode indexes determined from the SNOM images and those obtained from the simulations can be considered satisfactory. At the same time, it has to be borne in mind that the former tend to be consistently larger than the latter. Finally, we also found that the evaluation of CPP mode confinement directly from SNOM images can be rather misleading, resulting in underestimation of the mode width (especially for strongly confined CPP modes) because of strong correlation between topological and near-field optical profiles.

Overall, we have fabricated gold V-grooves supporting strongly confined (∼λ/5) CPP modes and determined their main characteristics at telecom wavelengths by using the SNOM images. The results obtained are of great importance for further developments in CPP-based plasmonic circuitry [2], where the degree of mode lateral confinement plays a crucial role imposing the upper limit on the density of plasmonic components [27]. In comparison with our first experiments [17–20], the presented CPP waveguides demonstrate an improvement by, at least, 3 times in the lateral mode confinement. Another important conclusion is that the main CPP characteristics can be determined directly from the SNOM images, albeit with different levels of accuracy. In this context, our consideration of various issues related to the CPP characterization by using the SNOM provides a firm background for future experimental work, alleviating the need for extensive and time-consuming full-field simulations.

We believe that the results obtained in this work constitute an important step toward developing real-life applications of CPP-based plasmonic circuitry in the fields of optical interconnects and sensing. In this context, a significant challenge yet to be addressed is the realization of efficient in-and-out-coupling of radiation, preferably without need for the end-fire coupling with optical fibers that, in fact, can be realized only from one side [17–21]. Strongly confined CPP modes seem especially attractive for sensing applications, in which V-grooves would also be used for microfluidics, since these modes exhibit substantial field enhancements at V-groove bottoms (unlike weakly confined CPP modes [24]). Filling V-grooves with fluids or other materials (e.g., polymers) efficiently represents, however, another formidable challenge that requires further extensive investigations.
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